The increasing number of diabetes patients represents a health challenge due to disease-related, end-organs complications. Hyperglycemia is considered the proximal trigger of an intricate cascade of molecular processes that progressively deteriorate tissues and organs, leading to the onset of clinical complications. Lower extremity ulcerations and their ensued refractoriness to heal can potentially result in amputation and disability and remain the second most feared diabetic complication. We have identified particular morphogenetic traits in diabetic foot ulcer granulation tissues and its cultured fibroblasts. Diabetic ulcerderived fibroblasts conserve a sort of memory as their in vitro traits very much recapitulate the in vivo behavior, in terms of proliferative disabilities and transcriptional and post-translational modifications of genes involved in proliferation, migration and ECM dinamics. Furthermore, the acute, in vivo morphologic recreation of a microangiopathy in a neo-formed granulation tissue is worth mentioning. All these elements suggest that "metabolic memory," in which chromatin remodeling and long-lasting epigenetic changes play important roles, could contribute to the persistence of diabetic complications. Metabolic memory is largely responsible for the onset/perpetuation of the ulcers chronicity phenotype . The comprehensive understanding of the chromatin choreography underlying this pathogenic stream; and its potential pharmacologic manipulation would allow for future innovative therapies for diabetic complications, including wound healing refractoriness.
Introduction
Type 2-diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a group of metabolic disorders that is currently expanding in a pandemic magnitude [1] .
Hyperglycemia has been defined by the World Health Organization as a condition in which fasting blood glucose levels are greater than 7.0mmol/L (126mg/dL) or greater than 11.0 mmol/L (200mg/dL), 2 hours after meals [2] . Sustained hyperglycemic state is invoked as the proximal trigger for diabetes-associated biochemical disturbances and the ensued end-organs complications [3] Hyperglycemic condition is associated with systemic endothelial dysfunction, a central factor for the onset and progression of macro and microvascular complications which eventually undermine whole organ systems [4] .
Although building the molecular bridge between the trivial episodes of hyperglycemia and gene transcription machinery still stands as a challenge, mounting evidence sustain the pathogenic role of epigenetic mechanisms in hyperglycemia-induced organs complications. The experimental and clinical evidences which support the concept of "metabolic memory", as the cellular ability to remember hyperglycemic experiences and thus perpetuate diabetic complications even under normal blood glucose levels [5, 6] , have offered explanation for the defective wound healing traits of diabetic ulcer cells.
Chronic wounds are commonly defined as wounds that do not follow the well-defined stepwise process of physiological healing but are trapped in an uncoordinated and self-perpetuated phase of inflammation. As a result, the healing process is delayed, incomplete, and/or asynchronous; thus resulting in poor anatomical and functional outcomes [7] . Among chronic wounds, lower extremities ulceration is outlined as one of the most complex to treat. Diabetic foot ulcer, with the subsequent healing failure, is associated with amputation-disability, morbidity and mortality [8] . Irrespective to the research and financial efforts put forward for years, current figures of amputations among the diabetic population are alarming since every 20 seconds some individual is amputated [9] .
There is no single, universal mechanism to explain why cutaneous wounds fail to heal in diabetic subjects. Rather, it is a multifactorial event so that diverse cellular and humoral factors interact in disrupting more than one of the phases of the healing process. Aside from the local and systemic functional, predisposing factors [10], the evolution to chronicity appears to be influenced by protracted inflammation [11] . Besides, toxic effects induced by the dermal accumulation of Advanced Glycation-End Products (AGEs), Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) overproduction and an actively recurrent biofilm are also responsible of this hard-to-heal phenotype [11, 12] .
Here we provide a brief overview and authors' considerations about particular experimental observations, which can only be explained by virtue of the cellular ability to retain past metabolic experiences. However, these views and thoughts render further substantiation to this controversial concept.
Wound Healing Phases and Epigenetic
Most chronic wounds show similar behavior and evolution despite etiological differences, which indicates that their development is a heterogeneous and multifactorial process [13] . Stagnancy in granulation, failure of contraction, and delayed re-epithelialization are clinical hallmarks of diabetic lower extremities wounds. Although it is known that multiple driving forces disrupt the cutaneous repair machinery in diabetes-affected individuals, it is intriguing to notice that granulation tissue exhibits malformed vessels that recreate the typical long term diabetic microvascular damages [14] . The question is: what are the mechanisms operating for these vascular morphologic abnormalities, occurring even in a young granulation tissue from a diabetic patient with controlled glucose levels?
Growing data fuel the concept that epigenetic changes are instrumental players for the diabetics" wound healing failure. The inflammatory process in diabetic ulcers is more a condition than a physiological reaction. Pro-inflammatory cytokines reduce fibroblasts and vascular progenitor cells migration, anchorage, activation, and most importantly "entice" these cells to commit suicide [15] . Via nuclear factor-kappaB (NFκB p65) and c-Jun N-terminal kinases signaling pathways [16] , inflammation also disrupts extracellular matrix synthesis not only by up-regulating matrix proteases [17] but also by dismantling anabolic pathways usually activated by the agonistic occupation of tyrosine kinase receptors, (including insulin receptor) which at the end, would turn to activate PIK3CA/AKT1-MTOR axis [18] . Under conditions of poor growth factors availability and consequently reduced Akt activity, FOXO is activated and retained in the nuclear compartment, hence shutting down MTOR anabolic activities [19] . The contributions by El-Osta's laboratory are pivotal to understand the perpetuation of inflammation in diabetes. They demonstrated that NFκB-p65 transcriptional up-regulation resulted from epigenetic marks which modified the nature of the histone methylation on the gene promoter region [20] .
Furthermore, particular epigenetic changes have shown to impact on the angiogenesis, and re-epithelialization processes of diabetic models as excellently reviewed by Rafehi and co-workers [21] . The reviewed studies converge to implicate an epigenetic-based metabolic memory in the onset of the phenotype that characterizes diabetic wounds. Thus, it could be attractive to dissect out what the possible contribution could be of ischemia and neuropathy, for the shaping of a specific chromatin remodeling and its input into the ulcer phenotype. Cumulative epigenetic modifications appear to be the driving force en route for the point-of-no return in end-organs complications or simply to irreversible insulin resistance [22] .
Cells Involved in Cutaneous Healing Recall their Metabolic Experiences
Acute exposure to high glucose concentrations exerts a detrimental metabolic and bioenergetic effect on cutaneous fibroblasts [23] . Early observations suggested the existence of an intrinsic or imprinted behavioral pattern on cutaneous fibroblasts, since replication did not appear solely impaired in cells harvested from diabetics, but also in cells from diabetes-genetically predisposed subjects [24] . Although the study by Engerman and Kern in 1987 [25] was seminal to shape the future concept of metabolic memory relevant to cutaneous wound healing, the first evidence supporting the metabolic memory concept, emerged from the classic experiment developed by Vracko and Benditt. In 1975, they showed that diabetic patient-derived cells exhibited about half the number of population doublings as compared to cells from non-diabetic donors, indicating a reduced replicative lifespan for diabetic fibroblasts, even under normoglycemic culture conditions [26] . This and other subsequent findings based on cultured fibroblasts suggested that explanted cells from diabetic patients conserve a memory since their in vitro traits recapitulate their in vivo behavior. It was perhaps the primary intuition on the existence of a sort of genetic or epigenetic predisposition for a certain trait, even when the cells no longer remained in the diseased organism.
As mentioned before, only by virtue of the existence of an epigenetic-mediated mechanism it is possible to explain the proliferative refractoriness and the propensity to culture senescence of diabetic ulcers-derived fibroblasts. Analogous to fibroblasts [26] , endothelial cells also preserve the imprinting imposed by high glucose burden as they exhibit elevated transcriptional expression rates for both fibronectin and collagen IV even after been switched to normal glucose environment [27] . As a matter of fact the authors of this study were those who coined the term of metabolic memory in 1990.
Molecules and Epigenetics
Animal studies have illustrated the responsibility of the oxidative and nytrosilative stress as instrumentals for the onset of the pointof-no return [28] . In line with these observations is the fact that the diabetic wound is a rich source of oxygen reactive species which generates a intensely toxic microenvironment for fibroblasts and endothelial cells [29] . However, it remains to be answered what could be the echoes of the excess of free radicals for local and peripheral cutaneous cells once they were exposed. In situ ulcer recurrence documented upon short follow-up periods [30] represents a serious problem that entails frustration for the patient and the clinician. Considering the above described evidences it is plausible to hypothesize that ulcer recurrence, irrespective to other predisposing factors, could be a clinical expression form of the point-of-no return. In other words, the early metabolic stress is "remembered" by the cutaneous cells and translated into a permanent, progressive and perpetuated harmful imprinting [31] .
The fact that mitochondrial ROS overproduction was identified as proximal in the pathogenic cascade of diabetes complications [32] paved the way for the concept that ROS operates as the putative link between glycemia and the cells' chromatin structure. Mitochondrial excessive superoxide with the ensued ROS spillover stood as the pathogenic core of the "hyperglycemic memory" in which chromatin remodeling and long-lasting epigenetic changes ensure the persistence
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of inflammation and other molecular disorders involved in diabetes complications. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation of the major actors performing in the cascade.
Our Experience in Metabolic Memory
In an attempt to understand the molecular basis of diabetic wound healing refractoriness, our group has systematically cultured primary granulation tissue fibroblasts from ischemic and neuropathic ulcers. We have confirmed the reduced replicative potential, as compared to age-matched cells from non-diabetic, burn-injured donors. Again, the improvement of culture microenvironment, including adequate oxygen availability and physiological glucose levels, does not ameliorate the proliferative arrest. We observed that this phenotype of arrest appears associated to the overexpression of activated forms of TP53 and CDKN1A (p21) along with a downregulation of the AKT1/ MTOR/CCND1 axis [33] . We still miss to learn how long could last these post-translational modifications in those biopsy-derived cells following culture passages.
Recent observations from our group deserve special comment. Not only because they are unprecedented, but particularly because looking through the prism of transmissible epigenetic events, can they be explained [14] . (I) Through the systematic histological analysis of the granulation tissue biopsies from diabetic ischemic and neuropathic ulcers, we distinguished that the ulcer's major ethiopathogenic component imposes a particular histological pattern of granulation tissue, which is largely similar and privative for ischemics and for neuropathics classes. (II) Microvascular damages as the fibro-hyaline and proliferative arteriolar sclerosis, ordinarily of long term evolution, are found and completely recreated in neo-formed vessels within granulation tissues no older than two weeks. These observations incite to speculate that an aberrant driving force imposes over and impinge the organizational process during fibroangiogenesis. (III) Following comparative RT-PCR studies using clinical biopsies of granulation tissue from pressure ulcers, and diabetics' ischemic and neuropathic ulcers; we detected a significant derangement in a group of well characterized glucose-metabolism related genes in the diabetic ulcers [14] . Diabetic ulcer cells express far less insulin receptor, hexokinase (isoforms 1 and 2), phosphofructokinase, pyruvate kinase (isoforms 1 and 2), pyruvate dehydrogenase, and significantly more of its inhibitor enzyme pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (isoform 4). We see with interest that granulation tissue, which can be considered as a transient organ made up by "de novo" cells, reproduces the same transcriptional profile of those genes considered as insulin resistance/ glucose intolerance markers, and predictors for type-2 diabetes onset, in the liver, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue as has been broadly described [34] [35] [36] . This raises the questions about if the granulation tissue is an additional insulin-resistant organ.
Experimental evidences supporting the relevance of the metabolic memory in tissue repair has extended to adult zebrafish. This fish has been reliably used as a wound healing model through caudal fin regeneration, under normal or diabetic circumstances based on the fin amputation [37] . Since the zebrafish is capable to regenerate its damaged pancreas and restore a euglycemic state similar to what would be expected in post-transplant human patients; multiple rounds of caudal fin amputation allow for the separation and study of pure epigenetic effects. Although euglycemia is achieved following pancreatic regeneration the impaired fin regeneration is retained even after multiple rounds of regeneration in the daughter fin tissues. These elegant experiments conducted in a small aquatic organism converge to support in vitro, as from rodents and clinical evidences of an underlying epigenetic process based on a wrong metabolic experience [38] . The later was subsequently confirmed through microarray and bioinformatic studies demonstrating the aberrant expression of 71 key regulatory genes involved in tissue repair in the diabetic state [39] . Above all, the growing zebrafish experiences have left no room to doubt that metabolic memory is a phenomenon broadly represented in animal species.
Concluding Remarks
Diabetes is an exclusive disease that imposes a variety of distal organs complications as some unmatched traits in some cell types of the affected patients. Epigenetic as the resultant governor of cell's phenotype upon its genome interaction with the environment, has provided an innovative research field and set out an era of hopes for the control of diabetic complications, including an effective and lasting wound healing. Now we stand before the challenge to fully understand the phenomenon since myriad of questions still remain to be answered and controversies continue to exist. As we have learned during the last 20 years that benefits are not the best if glucose control is delayed; it is likely that over the next 20 years we could teach the cells to keep a healthier metabolic memory as to preserve the native chromatin structure. Hyperglycemia strikes mitochondrial functions leading to an auto-perpetual everlasting metabolic disorder known as, "hyperglycemic metabolic memory". Hyperglycemia increases AGEs production thus leading to the consequent direct ROS generation via AGE/RAGE interaction; but also via AGEs generation from mitochondrial proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation. Increased oxidative stress as a consequence of mitochondrial ROS generation diminish glycolytic flux by inhibiting GADPH, thus causing a stimulation of the polyol and hexosamine pathways together with augmented PKC expression which pivots in AGEs and ROS generation in a continuous vicious cycle represented with an elliptical arrow. This perpetual signaling network is supported by persistent epigenetic changes caused by ROS and AGEs chromatin remodeling through histones modification thus leading to altered gene expression.
